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Abstract. The existence of periodic orbits of collision in the 
three dimensional elliptic restricted problem have been examined. 
However, the eccentricity of the ellipses 'described by the primaries 
and the z-coordinate of the infinitesimal mass are taken of the order 
/L, where ,,, is the mass of the smaller primary and 1-1', the mass of 
the bigger primary. 

1. Equations of motion. Let µ and I-µ be the masses of two 
primaries (finite masses) which are moving in elliptic orbits around 
their centre of mass. We take the origin at the centre of mass and 
the plane C'f motion of the primaries as xy-plane and the line joining 
µand 1-,u as x-axis. Let the coordinate system rotate with the 
variable angular velocity 

0

j about z-axis where f is the true anomaly 
of one primary around the other. This introduction of a non-uniform
ly rotating and pulsating coordinate system results in a fixed location 
of the primaries. Let the coordinates of the infinitesimal mass be 
(x, y, z). 

The equations of motion of the infinitesimal mass under the gravi-
tational field of the two primaries are given by 

d2x -21Y _ iJV, l 
df2 df -ox l 
d2y 2dx oV L 
a]2 + df = o y • r ( 0 

d 2z oV 1 

dfi· =az' J 
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where Q V= , 
l+e' cos/ 

il=t[(l-µ)r 1
2+ttr22]+ l-ft +~ _...!_ (l+e' cos /)z2, '1 fj 2 

with , 12=(x-/L)2+y2+z2 

r9
9 =(x-v+ lJ2 + yi + z2 

and e' is the eccentricity of the elliptic orbit described by the primary 
bodies. 

2. Regularisation of the solution. For reguiarising the solution, 
let us first reduce the equation {1) to canonical form. For this let us 
iritroduce the variables 

X1=~-µ, ; ~2=Y; Xa=z) 
P1=~-y=x1-~1 }-
P2=Y+x-µ=x2+x1 . 
p3=xs J 

(2) 

where O denotes differentiation with respect to f 
The equations of motio.n (1) become 

dx, oH ! 
q=~. ~.· w 

dp, __ oH ("-1 2 3) 
dJ - ax, l- ' ' J 

where H= t[p1
2 + p 2

2+ p 3
2 -t x 1

2+x11i2-t X3
2)+ (p1X2-P2x1) 

-1 ~ 1L. {i(l-µ)r12+ttr112}+~-µ +!:..J-!xas (4) 
+e cos r1 r2 

Now for regularisation of the solution, we shall introduce Livi
Civita's (1906) parabolic transformation which may be defined as 
canonical transformation generated by 

S -,.. 2 " 2> + 2,.. " + " I =l C,1 -<;2 PI C,1 C,2P2 <;3p3 I 

rs as . >- <5) 
such that x. = -, 71'- = - (i=l, 2, 3) j! 

' 'i!P; ' o~; 

where 7l', are the momenta associated with the new coordinates ~ .. 

The equatiL'ns of motion (3) in terms of the new variables become 

d~; oH 
df = 07!'; 

d1l'; oH(. 123) 
df =-o~; l= ' ' 

l 
~ 
j 

(6) 
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where B is given by 

71"2 1 ~4 I 
H= 8~2 +-2 71"32 +1+2(71"1~2-71"1~1) 

___ I __ /[ L{...!._ (L-µ)r12+1u12}+!__-µ+£:_1 
l+e'cos 2 2 r1 rs 

and 

Jacobi's integral (Szebehely, 1967) may be written as 

H+I=C 

where l=Jo' e'Q sin f df 
(1 + e' cosf )~ 

(7) 

Now, we introduce a new independent variablc-. instead off 
defined by 

df=r1 d-.,f=O at 't'=O. (8) 

The equations of motion (6) will be transformed to 

~=aK I 
d-. a11"t ~ 
dn·; cK I -a:;= - a~. (i= 1, 2, 3) J 

(9) 

where K is the new Hamiltonian, given by 

K=r1 (H-C)+ [
1 

I dr1 

l 71" 1 11";,2 . ~4 (11"1~2-71"2~1) 
=Y1 8~2+-y·t- 2-+--2--

___ l __ l(l-µ)r12 µr22 1--·µ £-}-c] 
l +e' cos fl, 2 + 2 + r 1 + r 2 

J·· 1 J' e"sinf [ I { . } J -µ µ 
+ o o(l+e'cosf)z 2 ,1-, )r1s+µr22 +-1-.1-+;; 

- ~ (l+e' cos/K.2 ]dr1 df 

Suppose that e· and ~3 are small quantities of the o(p.. ), we may 
take r1 =~2 +o(µ) 

e' = fL ei. neglecting second order terms, we get 

K=K0 + fLKi. where 
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(JO) 

( 11) 

The form given to K0 ensures that the orbits, which are ana!yticaliy 
continued from the two-body orbit will belong to K=O manifold, 
that is, are solutions of the regularised equations of the restricted pro
blem (Giacaglia, 1967). 

With Giacaglia, we ~hall assume that K0 is negative and so the 
corresponding two-body problem will admit bounded orbits as a 
solution in a rotating system of coordinates. It is easy to see that 
I e I< I. 

3. Generating Solution. For Generating Solution, we shall 
choose K0 to be our Hamiltonian function Since f is not involved 
explicitly in the equation (10), so the Hamiltonidn-Jacobi equation 
may be written as 

__!_ l,..(~ )I { ~).!] _!_i:2 '~)2 
8 0~1 + \0~1 + 2 "' \il~3 

+-2~ ~2 [~1 ow -~1 ~~ -2 co]-1=-e, (12) ae1 a ... 2 

where 7r,.,,.~i (i=l, 2, 3) 

Putting ~1=~ cos¢, ~2=~ sin¢, theequation (12) becomes 

+U~~f+ ~2 G;YJ+-;~2 (~~J'+~[-~:-2co]=Ct., (13) 

where Ct.= 1--e >0. 

Proceeding as in (Bhatnagar, 1969), the solution of (13) may be 
written as 

ui= u(~)+ 2G q, +fl ~:: 

u(z, G, a)=fH'~-2(G+ Co)J1'2J:
1 

v]{z) {; 

Z=~2 

Here Z1 is the smaller of the roots of the equation 

f(-) [ ,, 2az G" -1· 
"' ,,,_, - ;;;~-- }1~-2(G + C

0
) + H 2 -2(G + C

0
) • 

( 14) 

(15) 

(16) 

( 17) 
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Let the other root be z2 • For a general solution we need only 
two arbitrary constants and for these constants, we have, 11. and G. 
Therefore the solution may be regarded a general solution. 

We introduce the parameters a, e, I by the relations 

z1=a (1-e); z2 =a (I +ei ; z=a (l-e cos 1) (18) 

and take 11.=L[iJ2-2 (G + C0)]112 >0. 

and 

From equation (18), we get 
L 

e=[ 1-z~~2r/2 =L i-f:J'2<1. 
From ( 17), (18), (19) and (20), we get 

f (z)=a2e2 sin2 I 

The equations of motion associated with K0 are 

d~1= oKo =-3+ _!_ ~2~2 ~ 
~ a~ 4 2 I 
d~s_ oKo -~-J.. ~2~ ~ 
d'> - 071'2 - 4 2 I I 
d_~=oKo ='11'3~ 1 JI 
d'> 011'3 

It is easy to see that 

[H2-2(G+Co)l1'2 ('>-'>o)= Jz . ~z ' 
Z1 V f(z) 

where z=z1 at '>='>0 • 

_ Jl ae sin I or (H2 -2(G+ C0)]1 i2 ('t'-'t' 0)= ---. -
1 

a!=l 
0 ae sm 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

Hence /=[H2-2 (G+ C0))1 12 ('t'-'t' 0) (23) 

The parameters a, e, I are, therefore, given by (19), (20) and (23). 

From equations (14) and (15), we can easily show that 

- = -· = ------- =l 0w 0U f z dz 
aL oL z1vf(z) 
0w _ . a U _ V L2 _ (j2 . 
ac-2¢+ ac-2<P-f-- -I1j=2cc:T+ciJ sm 

f= \/1-e•f ___ di ---
1-e cos I 

(24) 

c:w _ [-l(La-o~p12 . 
""" -~3 + ------- Slfl f=lz 

'OH H 2-2(G+C9) 
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Equations (24) establish the canonical set (/, L. ; g, G ; h, H). We 
may observe that when e=I, we have G=O,f=O. 

Since K0 = (J(-1, it follows that 
Ko=L[H3 -2(GtC0 )]1'2 -1>0, 

and therefore, for the problem generated by this Hamiltonian, we 
have 

dL aKo I 
(Fr.=- 0L =0 L=const.=L0 1 
d_G ___ oK. __ o_-0 G t G I - =cons .= 0 d" og I 
dl! aK0 I 
d" =-ah=O H=const=Ho 1 

di aK. - I 
ik=aL 0 =[H2 -2(G+ C0)]1'2 =const.=nz ~ 

l=nz "+10 : 

where /0, g0 , h0 are the values of /, g, h at "=0. 

The angle c/1 is given by 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 

(25) 

(26) 

(27)-

We can easily express the variables ~;, 11'; in terms of the canonical 
elements (/, L, g, G, h, fl). We have 

± ~ 1 = v- i cos "'= Va\ i - e cosli cos "' 1 
±~2=v~ sin¢= v a(l-e cos l) sin¢, L 

H(P- C 2)ua . r (28) 
~3 =h- - :i 2 G C - sm /, l 

. H ·- ( + o) j 
Therefore 

. __ 2e L sin l cos ¢-2G sin ¢ 
+71'1- ····-·- -·~ 
- ±-Va(l-e cos/) 

± 11'z= 2e __ ~ ~in I sin¢+ 2_q_ c_ci._s_j 
__ :ryu(i-ecos/) 

11'3=J-1, 

~ 

! 
I 

~ 
I 
J 

(29) 
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where¢ is given by equation (26). 
When e= 1 (G=O), we have 

±~1 = \, 2a sin l/2 cos¢ 
±~2 = V2a sin l/2 sin¢, 

h fJL . I 
~a= - - 2 2(' Sill ' H- o 

4L + 71"1 =--=-cos 1/2 cos ¢, 
- '\/29 

+ 4L I . -· 
_ 71'2=·--=· cos /2 sm ¢, TC3 =H, 

\/'29 
where¢ is given by equation (27). 

l 
I 

I 
I 
>-
1 
I 

I 
I 
J 

(30) 

The original synodic cartesian coordinates in a non-uniformly 
rotating system are obtaini:d from equations (29) or (30) and equation 

(5). When ft=O, we have 
X1=~1 2 -~22 ; X2=2~1~2; X3=~31 

P1= 2~ (7r1~1-r.2~2) ~ (31) 
I I 

P2= .. (~. 71 2 + ~211'1) I 
2z J 

Pa=rr3 

Here z=a (1-e cos l). 

In the uniformly rotating system, the coordinates <t. ~' ¢)are given 
by 

~=rx1 ; '7"- rx2 ; ~=rxs I 
{ =YXI +d1 I 
~ . . r 
'7 =rx2+rxll I (32) 
if,=rx8 +rx3 , J 

where f is worked out from 

llJ!-::f 2
) = 1 +e' cos f 

r 
The sidreal car1esian coordinate are obtained by considering the 

t1 ansformation 

xi=[ cos!-~ sin f 
X2=~ sin/+iJ cos/ 
X1=;/i 

~¥1 = (!-2> c~s !-<[+~)sin f r 
x~=~~ -r;) smf+(~ +'Y)·) COS/ l 
x3=¢ j 

(33) 
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All the above differentiations are with respect to f, where f is 
given by 

df=r1 d'r 

or f-fu=[H2_ 2(~+Co)]l/2 [l-e sin/], 

andfo is a constant. 

(34) 

In terms of the canonical variables introduced, the complete 
Hamiltonian may be written as 

K=K0 tf'-K1 

=L Hll-2(GtC0)]112-l+µ,[J.. , 1s_ ~+1-'1 
2 2 '1 

C-C 
+e1 cos/(l+!r1

3)+r1 -..!!.__ 
fL 

+ el Sill . } 1 -- 2 ll f '1 ff . f 
o o 0-t p.e1 cos l)'t x 1_2·(1-l-'r1 + Vr2) 

+ l-µ. +l". _ _L(l+f.Le1 cosf)~s2}dr1 df] (35) 
r1 r2 2 

where ~1 , ~2 and ~ 8 are given by (28). If we denote the coefficient ofµ. 
by R after K has been transformed completely !n terms of the canonical 
variabe, we can write the complete Hamiltonian as 

K=Lff!. 2 - 2 (GtC0 )]
1

' 2-l + µ, R+o(µ. 2
) 

The equations of motion for the complete Hamiltonian are 
~ 

I 
I 
l 
l 
I . 
I 

>-
1 
l 
I . 
I 
I 
J 

.... (36) 

These equations form the basis of a general perturbation theory 
for the problem in question. 
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4. Existence of periodic orbits when ,a;FO. We shall follow the 
procedure as in (Choudhry, 1966) for proving the existence of 
periodic orbits when µ4 O. 

When ft=O, the equations (36) become 

di 0K0 
d~ =-:;;y; =[H9-2(G+C0)]

1
'
2 =const. 

dg 8K0 -L 
~=w = _ l_2_.-2-( G_+_C_o_)]-1 /-ll =con st. 

dh oK0 Lli . 
d-r =OH = [H2-2(G+Co)J1'2 const. 

dJ:._ 0K0 --O 
d-r-- of -
dG 0K0 ----=O a-r·- ag 
a-- aK 
d: =- oh 0 

=O 

i e. 

l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

J 

(37) 

(38) 

These are the generating solution of the problem of two bodies 
in a three dimensional coordinate system. Here a;, w, (i= 1; 2, 3) 
are constants. 

Further l 
I 

(39) 

(40) 

Here K; (i=l, 2, 3) are integers rn that n,< 0> are commensurable. 

Let the general solution in the neighbourhood of the generating 
solution be periodic with tl1e period -r 0 (1 + o:) where o: is a negligible 
quantity of the o(µ). Let us introduce a new independent variable 
¢ by the equation 

" ¢=--· 
1 +o: 
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The period of the general solution will then be i-u. This period 
coincides with that of the generating solution. 

The equations of motion can be written as 

dx'=-(l+ix) aK 
d<P oYi 

dy; =-(l+ix)~ 
d<P ox,. 

l 

~ 
(i=I, 2. 3) j 

(41) 

Let us take the general solution in the neighbourhood of the gene
rating solution as 

Xi=a; +~,+~; (cp) 

y,=n,< 0>,p + wi +v, + YJi(<P), (i= I, 2, 3) 

Then ~i' '7,· are given by the equations (Bhatnagar, 1969) 

~Tc (i-o, ~;. V;, µ) ~~_!_1+ ~ a2 [Ki] + ~ o2[K1l =0 (42) 
-µ 't"o OWk i=l iJwk oa; i=l OWk ()wi 

( ) 
oK o2K o2K 

1/3 't"o, 0,., v,., µ, =ix't"o-. -0 +01"0~-+02 't'o--0 -
oa3 oa8 cal oa:l ()a2 

a2K 
+03 "o ~a~~ +0(11)=0. (45) 

Periodic orbits will exist if (Duboslim, 1964) 

~[Ki]=O (i= I. 2, 3) (46) 
Clw. - ' 

o[Ki]=O (i=l, 2, 3) (47) 
oa; 
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+ L1J: (l+:1e:i:~f)»x[-;-{(l-µ) r12+w12 }+I '1µ 

+ ~ - ~ (l+f-L ex cosf)~3ll] dr1 df 

Taking only zero-order term, we ha·ve 

1 r 1 r 2
1 r1 

[K1J= 2-r1s--z-+l-r9' 

where z=~2 =a; r1 2=a2 +~32 

Now 

r2ll= l +a~+2a cos <t>+~s 1 , 

~3=w3 +terms containing w 1 and w2 • 

2¢=""1 +w2 + ni (O) + n2(0) 

o\K1 ) • [ 1] ---- - =a1 r1 sm 2¢ 1--3 
o "'a r2 

=,0, gives 

2¢=0, 71' or rs= 1 

(51) 

But-02-l~1]=a1 r1 cos2¢[1-1a]+a1 r1 sin 2¢(- 3
4)(-a_si_n_2_¢) 

(lw2 r2 r1 r2 • 
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Therefore when 2¢=0, 71' or r 2 =1, 

o2 [Kq 
-::;-r r:'O 
uWll 

Again 

2¢ is independent of w3, therefore 

....;0;...
2

....:<_K....:.1.:...) =a1 sin 2<1i-J--(r1 (1-1s)] 
()W2 (J013 0"'3 r2 

Further 

=0, for 2¢=0 or 71'. 

oK1_ l_ r 2 or1 _r,2 or1 _ !2_ 2r or2 
(lw3 - 2 1 (lw3 2 (lw3 L · 2 (lw3 

(52) 

(53) 

1 or1 r1 orll ---+--
1'2 ows rs2 ()w3 

But 

and 

Thus (54) 

Therefore :~1 =0, gives, ~3 =0 or B=O. 

Now n2[K1]=Bo~3 +~ ~B 
(lwss (lw3 3 ()w3 

~O, when either ts=O, or B=O (55) 

From (52), (53), (55), it follows that determinant (50)~0. 

Hence condition (48) is satisfied. 

o(K1) 3 . 2 ar1 r 2
2 rr1 r1 2

. or1 1 or1 I org 
Now ()~J; = i 11 ()wl - 2 0W1-i' 12 OW1--f:~ o~ t r~ 2 · a,_~ 
But ~1_ =O . or2 _ ?r2 ,?_(2¢) -2a sin 2<P 

awl ' ()wl - 3(2</,) awl 2r2 

o(K' Thus :...-' =0 for 2¢=0 or ·rr (56) 
r·Wl 

This satisfies condition (46). 
Let us consider the condition (47). Since K1 ;s independent of 

a1 , a2 , as, therefore 

Z'[Ki] (. -=0 1=1. 2 3) 
oa.i ' ' ' ' 
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Hence all the conditions, viz. ( 46), ( 47 ), ( 48) are satisfied for the 
existence of the periodic orbits when /J. ~ 0. 

5. Periodic Orbit of Collision when µ ~ 0. In this section we 
shall prove the existence of periodic orbits of collision when µ, ~O. 

Proceeding as in (Bhatnagar, 1969), in our case, the condition of 
collision should be of the form 

G + µ,F'(l, L, g, G, h~)=O (57) 
We, again, consider the case when e= I. In that case the orbit 

starts as an ej~ction from the origin and returns to it after time -r/4. 
Levi-Civita's condition for collision is 

O + 1 =Pf (P, 0) (58) 

where X9 V -tan(}=-- ; P= r 
X1-fl 1 

or 

The condition (58) in our case, becomes 

2¢ +I='/,-;-f (vf;, 8) 

2 d¢ d" - f (. 1- 8) - --+1= /r vr d-r: dt v 1 1• 

But 2¢'=--~ -~2 
G-~4+r1 ~2=~ll , 1s/2f(r111s, 2</i). (59) 

This corresponds to (57). Obviously this is satisfied since at -. =0, 
G=O, ~=0, ~s=O (i.e. r1 =0) 

Since condition (59) is satisfied along the entire orbit, the infinite
sional body will approach the origin with characteristics of a collision 
orbit. The proof of the existence of such periodic orbits in the 
collision is, therefore, fully established. 
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